I. INTRODUCTION
Two-layer stratified flows are ubiquitous in geophysical sciences such as the exchange of Atlantic Ocean water with the saltier Mediterranean Sea water through the Strait of Gibraltar 1 or arrested wedge flows typically occurring in fjords or estuaries, when fresh water enters the ocean space. 2 Even though the density variation is often quite small, the presence of density stratification inhibits vertical motions, thereby influencing nutrient cycling, the distribution of biological and chemical particles, and water quality. In inland water bodies, for instance, the highest concentrations of nutrients are usually found at depths where photosynthesis cannot take place, so that vertical mixing is required to transport these substances into the productive regions. 3 The combination of external forcing and topographic features, such as underwater slopes, on a two-layer baroclinic flow results in various types of instabilities at the interface. The importance of hydrodynamic instabilities in causing vertical mixing in stratified oceans, in lakes, and in the atmosphere is well recognized. In atmospheric sciences, for example, it has been estimated that instability and mixing cause a significant increase in the drag of atmospheric flows and thus are significant for atmospheric flow modeling and weather forecasting. 4 The aim of the present linear stability study is to examine the influence of a bottom slope on the stability of the interface in a two-layer stratified flow under the action of a weak mean advection. The bottom slope has the effect of reducing the stabilizing effect of buoyancy at the interface and adds an additional acceleration term which destabilizes the flow together with the velocity shear. Comparable studies by means of linear stability analysis investigating the influence of a bottom slope do not exist to date, and therefore the presented results will advance the theoretical knowledge on hydrodynamic instability in two-layer flows.
Earlier studies on hydrodynamic instabilities mostly focused on Kelvin-Helmholtz ͑KH͒ instabilities ͓see Fig. 1͑a͔͒ as they are commonly observed in the atmosphere. 5 Holmboe 6 applied temporal linear stability analysis to piecewise linear velocity profiles with a two-layer density structure. With a fixed limit of the Richardson number, he predicted the occurrence of KH instabilities and reported the possible existence of another type of instability, named after Holmboe ͑H͒, when the thickness of the density layer is much smaller than the shear layer ͓see Fig. 1͑b͔͒ . Hazel 7 conducted detailed numerical experiments and found that H instabilities can be generated at any shear. He examined the stability of flows where the stability is characterized by the ratio of the shear layer thickness ␦ to the density layer thickness ␦ , R = ␦ / ␦ , and found critical values for R below which H instabilities do not exist. Alexakis 8 studied marginally unstable H modes and was able to show for a large family of flows and stratification conditions that the modes having a phase speed equal to the maximum or the minimum shear velocity are marginally unstable. This allowed him to determine more precisely the critical value for the transition KH-H of the parameter R to be 2 ͑see also Ref. 9͒.
Gelfgat and Kit 10 performed a parametric analysis of the temporal and spatial KH and H instabilities and showed that for the same governing parameters the spatial upstream and downstream H waves have different amplification rates and different absolute phase velocities, with larger differences observed at larger Richardson numbers. Carpenter et al. examined numerically the evolution and mixing behavior of asymmetric H instabilities and the results revealed that there are two different mixing mechanisms present, the first being a feature of KH instabilities and the second was found in asymmetric and symmetric H instabilities. Pawlak and Armi 13 firstly addressed the linear stability analysis from a spatial frame of reference in the case of wedge flow for R = 50 and 0 Ͻ J Ͻ 0.6. They demonstrated that for arrested wedge flows the spatial theory differs strongly from the temporal theory. The most amplified modes are different and the spatial instability results from a combination of KH modes and H instabilities, which was called in their study a hybrid instability region. Later, Ortiz et al. 14 extended the analysis by Pawlak and Armi 13 by analyzing the effect of the mean advection and of changing the Richardson number for piecewise velocity and density profiles. They showed that spatial and temporal linear stability analyses deliver very similar results as long as the mean advection is under a certain threshold ͑2U / ⌬U ഛ 0.2, U being the mean advection and ⌬U the mean velocity difference͒.
None of the above studies include the presence of the bottom slope in the equations of motion. A similar problem formulation has been addressed by Smyth 15 to study the length and time scales of secondary instabilities which develop in the tilted braid between two adjacent KH billows. Since this is an important feature of sill flows as KH instabilities are known to cause significant vertical mixing by reinitiating three-dimensional motions, we present results for varying shallow slopes using temporal linear stability analysis.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the general approach adopted for the linear stability is described defining the velocity profiles and presenting the governing equations and describing the numerical solution method. Results for the effect of the bottom slope on the stability characteristics are presented and discussed in Sec. III including results for the additional effect of changing the density scale R. Section IV summarizes the results and includes concluding remarks.
II. DEFINITIONS
The stability of the interface between the two layers of a stratified system is investigated by means of linear stability analysis of the two-dimensional momentum equations, written in a coordinate system in which the longitudinal direction is parallel to a mild sloping bottom and the vertical direction is orthogonal to the bottom ͑see Fig. 2͒ . With this definition of the coordinate system, the buoyancy term which normally appears only in the vertical equation of motion is split in one component parallel to the inclined bottom and one component that is orthogonal. This results in an additional source of instability due to the flow acceleration down the slope, and the stabilizing effect of buoyancy is reduced by the corresponding amount. The investigation of the effect of the spatial acceleration is approached differently as in Refs. 10, 13, and 14: here, the spatial acceleration is directly included in the governing stability equations and the onset and evolution of the perturbations are considered from a temporal frame of reference. This is more appropriate since we are interested in understanding the onset mechanisms of the instability at the interface of a two-layer stratified flow due to the acceleration down the slope rather than in investigating their spatial evolution.
A. Velocity and density profiles
We define the nondimensional velocity and density profiles as follows:
where a is the nondimensional ͑constant͒ mean advection, and R = ␦ / ␦ is the ratio of the velocity shear layer thickness ␦ to the density layer thickness ␦ and changes the steepness of the density profile. The profiles are made dimensionless by use of the velocity scale ⌬U / 2 with ⌬U = U 1 − U 2 , the density scale ⌬ / 2 with ⌬ = 1 − 2 , and the vertical length scale ␦ . We note that with the definitions of our profiles given in Eq. ͑1͒, the equality at the origin between the gradient and local Richardson numbers, Ri and J, respectively, is not satisfied. The choice of the hyperbolic tangent profiles for both the velocity and density distributions is justified by the good agreement between the hyperbolic tangent profiles and the experimental data, as demonstrated in Figs. 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͒. We note that a linear piecewise definition for the density profile might fit better to the experimental data. However, for an easier and more direct comparison of our results to those of previous studies we choose finally the hyperbolic tangent profile. 
B. Governing equations
Even if three-dimensional effects cannot be neglected, 16 we consider here a two-dimensional, unsteady, incompressible, two-layer stratified flow which can be described using the velocity components in the horizontal x and vertical z directions, u and w, respectively, the density , the pressure p, and a mild slope angle ͑Fig. 2͒. Neglecting vertical mixing, the exact governing equations for two-dimensional flow are given by the following set of equations:
where g, , , and ␥ are the gravitational acceleration, the molecular dynamic viscosity, the molecular diffusivity, and the coefficient of expansion for the stratifying agent, respectively, and are assumed constant. The subscripts x or z denotes differentiation with respect to the streamwise and vertical directions, respectively. To perform a linear stability analysis we use the method of normal modes. To study temporally growing modes it must be assumed that the instabilities grow much faster than the flow accelerates spatially so that it can be treated as stationary. In fact, the buoyant component parallel to the bottom slope ͓see Eq. ͑2͔͒ induces an additional acceleration in the flow direction, which is not balanced by any other force. Whereas the vertical momentum equation gives the hydrostatic balance, the buoyant acceleration in the horizontal momentum equation can only be balanced by the acceleration term u t given the definition of the velocity profile ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒. We thus define an acceleration rate ͉u t / u͉ by dimensional considerations of the momentum equations written for the mean state and assuming a stationary net mass flux far from the shear layer ͑where viscous effects can be neglected͒ as follows:
͑3͒
The linear eigenproblem is obtained by adopting the standard procedure of splitting the flow field into a parallel mean component and a perturbation field, collecting terms of equal magnitude ͑neglecting higher order terms͒ and subtracting the background flow. We define the normal mode for the stream function, i.e., ͑x , z , t͒ = R͓͑z͒e ı␣͑x−ct͒ ͔, with R designating the real component and defined so that u = ‫ץ‬ / ‫ץ‬z and w ‫ץ−=‬ / ‫ץ‬x. The governing stability equation in nondimensional form reads finally
where the density diffusion and the viscous term have been neglected. Since most of the natural flows have large Reynolds numbers and the shear layer is assumed to be far from the bottom boundary layer, this does not represent a significant restriction to our results. In Eq. ͑4͒, u͑z͒ and ͑z͒ are the velocity and density profiles, respectively, defined as in Eq. ͑1͒, denotes the complex amplitude of the disturbance, ␣ = ␣ r + ı␣ ı and = r + ı ı are the wavenumber ͑␣ r ͒, the spatial amplification rate ͑␣ ı ͒, the frequency ͑ r ͒, and the temporal amplification rate ͑ ı ͒ of the perturbation, c = / ␣ = c r + ıc i is the complex wave speed, and J =2⌬g␦ / ͑ 0 ⌬U 2 ͒ is the bulk ͑local͒ Richardson number. Note that without slope ͑ =0͒, Eq. ͑4͒ reduces to the Taylor-Goldstein equation.
C. Numerical solution method
Equation ͑4͒ has been solved using a high-order centered explicit finite difference method of order 2 on an irregular grid. 17 The collocation points ẑ j = z j / ͱ 1−z j 2 , z j = −cos͓͑2j −1͔͒/ ͓2͑N −2͔͒ were mapped 18 to an unbounded domain, with controlling the density of grid points near the center of the domain and N denoting the number of grid points. The computational domain was defined as an interval −z max ഛ z ഛ z max ͑the hatˆhas been dropped for simplicity͒, where the value z max = 100␦ was chosen so that the results are independent on the further increase in its value. The boundary conditions were defined using the asymptotic behavior of the perturbations at z → Ϯϱ, namely, ͑Ϯϱ͒ = Ј͑Ϯϱ͒ = 0. To check the validity of the numerical code, the results obtained solving the Taylor-Goldstein equation ͑ = 0, inviscid equation͒ were compared to the results of Holmboe 6 and Hazel, 7 where the exact solution for the stationary neutral stability curve in the ͑␣ r , J͒ plane is known: J = ␣͑1−␣͒. To obtain the results with a precision within the fourth decimal digit, a minimum number of 1200 grid points and a value of = 0.25 were required. For the numerical solution procedure, 19 we select a certain value of R and a certain wavenumber and let the bulk Richardson number range between 0.01Ͻ J Ͻ 0.51. For every Richardson number, the corresponding eigenvalue is computed. This calculation is then repeated for different values of the wavenumber 0.01Ͻ ␣ r Ͻ 1.0 and for five slope angles. Considering definition ͑3͒ small slope angles ranging from 10 −2 to 10 −1 are considered. The results in the following section are first presented for a fixed value of R = 1. The case R Ͼ 1 has also been investigated and results will be presented further below for R = 1.3, R = 1.5, and R = 2.0. 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The mean advection a in the temporal case acts as a Doppler shift in frequency 14 and it affects only the real part of in the temporal theory. Therefore, temporal instability will be fully described by considering the intrinsic frequency of the temporal mode, r * = r − a␣, as a function of ␣. Moreover ͑␣͒ =− ͑−␣ ͒͑ where¯denotes the complex conjugate͒ so that only positive wave numbers can be considered without any loss of generality. The corresponding intrinsic phase speed will be designated as c r * . All the results presented in the following are given for a = 0.05.
A. Results for R =1
In Fig. 4 the temporal amplification rates ͑left column͒ and the intrinsic phase speed ͑right column͒ are plotted versus the Richardson number J for ␣ r = 0.2 ͓͑a͒ and ͑b͔͒ and for ␣ r = 0.5 ͓͑c͒ and ͑d͔͒ for different values of the bottom slope. For a horizontal bottom ͑ = 0, continuous line͒ there is initially a strong decrease in the temporal amplification rate for increasing Richardson numbers. At a certain value of the Richardson number, the curve reaches a zero value. If the slope is nonzero, the temporal amplification rates do not decrease to zero in the range of Richardson numbers studied: they reach a small value and remain nearly constant. This transition occurs at higher Richardson numbers; the amplification rates decreases slower for larger slopes. Details are shown in the zoomed area in Fig. 4͑c͒ . The nearly constant value reached by the amplification rates is larger for larger values of the bottom slope.
The fact that the amplification rate does not become zero if 0 could suggest that the point at which the amplification rates become nearly constant is not the transition from unstable to stable modes but rather could represent the transition from KH to H modes, characterized with a nonzero phase speed ͓see Figs. 4͑b͒ and 4͑d͔͒ . H waves are neutral in the case of a zero bottom slope as the amplification rates become zero ͓͑see Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑c͔͒, continuous lines͒. However, as demonstrated in the zoomed area in Fig. 4͑c͒ , the amplification rates of the possible H modes are in the order of 10 −3 , and are thus much smaller than the acceleration rates defined in Eq. ͑3͒: the H instability does not grow fast enough as the flow accelerates spatially. This is also well shown in Fig. 5 where the amplification rates are plotted versus the wavenumber. The constant horizontal lines denote the limit for the acceleration rate a u = J sin for the different slope angles. The amplification rates relative to the H modes in the right bottom edge of each figure are well under these limit lines.
Simulations were also run for 10 −4 Ͻ Ͻ 10 −2 to check if H modes are possible for much smaller spatial acceleration rates. However, the results showed that for these ranges of slopes, no H modes develop. We thus conclude that only KH instabilities are possible for Ͼ 0.
The regions of maximal amplification rates in Fig. 5 correspond to the KH mode ͑characterized with an intrinsic zero phase speed c r * , see Fig. 4͒ whatever the value of the bottom slope. The fact that the curves are asymmetric with respect to ␣ r = 0.5 for larger Richardson numbers indicates that long waves are more unstable while shorter waves becomes more and more indifferent. This is also shown in Fig.  6 , which shows continuously decreasing values for the maximal amplification rates ͑a͒ and the corresponding wavenumber ͑b͒, plotted versus the Richardson numbers. The decreasing rate is lower for larger slope angles.
The transition boundary, found where c r * becomes nonzero, is plotted in Fig. 7 for the different slopes, taking into account also the limit set by the spatial acceleration rate. The results for = 0 are in good agreement with previous results ͑continuous line͒. If the slope angle is nonzero, the unstable regions where KH modes exist are larger particularly for smaller wavenumbers. These results suggest that increasing the bottom slope has a similar influence on the stability of 
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the flow as increasing the parameter R for the density profile with nonzero phase speed ͑see Fig. 8 in Ref. 7͒ . In fact, from a physical point of view, we expect that both a bottom slope and an increased ratio R have the effect of destabilizing the flow, as both terms modify the contribution of the buoyancy term in the stability equation ͑4͒.
In Fig. 8 the transition boundaries for the four slopes are plotted along with the curve of maximal amplification rates. Herein, it is shown that the wavenumbers corresponding to the maximal amplification rates ␣ r, i,max decrease as the Richardson number increases.
This can be seen by better reconsidering Fig. 6͑b͒ : while the most amplified wavenumber ␣ r,max is slightly increasing for the horizontal flow reaching the well known value of 0.5, at J = 0.25, the curves for = 0 decrease and present an inflection point at J = 0.25. For a fixed value of J Ͻ 0.25, the value of ␣ r,max decreases if the slope is larger, while for J Ͼ 0.25 the behavior is opposite. At J = 0.25, for all slopes these values of the wavenumber collapse at the same value of ␣ r = 0.25. At this point also the curves of the amplification rates for Ͼ 0 change and their slopes become smaller ͓see Fig. 6͑a͔͒ . Figure 9͑a͒ shows experimental values of the parameter R for an experiment of a two-layer equal exchange flow down a mild slope ͑ = 0.2 rad, ⌬ / 0 = 0.3%, J ϳ 0.25͒ as a function of the normalized longitudinal direction ͑with L being the length of the slope͒. The values range from 1 to 1.8 and are under the critical value for the formation of H instabilities of 2.0 predicted by Alexakis. 8 Based on this experimental evidence, the effect of changing the density scale R will be investigated in the following under consideration of three cases: R = 1.33, R = 1.5, and R = 2.0.
B. Additional effect of changing the density scale "R Å 1…
By our definition of the velocity and density profiles, the local and gradient Richardson numbers, J and Ri, respectively, are not the same at the origin if R 1. The ratio between the gradient and the local Richardson number Ri͑z͒ / J = R cosh 4 ͑z͒ / cosh 2 ͑Rz͒ as a function of the vertical coordinate z is plotted in Fig. 9͑b͒ for different values of the parameter R. As it was noticed by Hazel, 7 it is worthwhile to note that for R Ͻ ͱ 2 the ratio monotonically increases over the depth. For ͱ 2 Ͻ R Ͻ 2 the ratio first decreases, reaches a minimum, and then increases again, while for R = 2 it decreases over all the vertical domain. This behavior will be further discussed below. Figure 10 shows the stability boundaries for the different slopes and values of the density scale R, taking into account the limit set by the spatial acceleration rate a u . For = 0 the unstable regions are reduced as a result of our scaling choice for the density and velocity profiles. Compared to the case R = 1, for R = 1.3 and R = 1.5 and 0, stable regions are extended to smaller wavenumbers if J Ͻ 0.3. For R = 2 and 0, KH modes appear again for larger J and small wavenumbers. This suggests that for very sharp density profiles, i.e., approaching the step profile, KH instabilities occur for smaller Richardson numbers where there is a strong velocity shear and they have large wavelengths. Smaller wavelengths, on the other hand, become rapidly stable. Figure 11 shows the maximum amplification rates and the corresponding wavenumber versus the local Richardson number for the different slope angles and the value of the density scale parameter R. Compared to the case R =1 ͑see 
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monotonically as the local Richardson number increases, but at a certain value they reach a minimum and then start to grow again. This value of the Richardson number J is larger for larger slope angles and its value also increases as the density scale R decreases. As the slope increases, also the growing rate after reaching the minimum increases. This means that in the presence of a bottom slope and if the density scale differs from the velocity length scale, the stability of the flow cannot be completely described by looking at the behavior of the Richardson number. For the case R = 1, the maximal amplification rates decreases monotonically whatever the value of the Richardson number J, and the Richardson number is an indicator for stability: larger Richardson numbers indicate more stable flows, as buoyancy prevails over the destabilizing effect of the velocity shear. As the bottom slope increases, this effect is reduced as part of the buoyancy works for the destabilization due to the acceleration down the slope and this explains the more gentle decreasing rates of the amplification rates versus the Richardson numbers as demonstrated from the results in Fig. 6 for = 0. However, if the density scale changes, the rule of the Richardson number applies only under a certain value of the Richardson number: after this threshold, the destabilizing part of buoyancy due to the spatial acceleration overwhelms the stabilizing effect of the buoyancy. This also explains why the growing rate for the amplification rate increases for larger slope angles and why it occurs at smaller Richardson numbers J. One effect of changing the density scale is thus to amplify the destabilizing effect originated by the velocity shear: larger values of R result on one side in more stable interfaces due to a larger density gradient, but on the other side, the additional buoyant acceleration in the flow direction is also larger. The interplay between the two related scales of density and velocity shear is dominated at a first instance by the density variations, with a dominant stabilizing effect. Then, both the velocity shear and the destabilizing contribution of buoyancy cause unstable interfaces.
The curves relative to the wavenumbers ␣ r, i,max corresponding to the maximal amplification rates i,max are shown in Fig. 11 . At a certain value of J the wavenumber ␣ r, i,max stops decreasing and becomes constant. These constant values increases as the density scale R increases, especially for small slopes. This demonstrates that one of its effect is to make the flow unstable for shorter waves. Also for R = 2 there is only one intersection point and it occurs at smaller Richardson numbers.
It is also interesting to observe the variation in the maximum amplification rate at a given Richardson number versus the parameter R ͑see Fig. 12͒ : for J = 0.05 the maximum amplification rate decreases as R increases for any slope angle, even if slight decreasing rates are observed for larger slope angles. For J = 0.25, this is only true for small slope angles; for = 0.15 and = 0.2 it decreases until R = 1.5 ͓we argue that probably the minimum is reached at the critical value of R = ͱ 2, see Fig. 9͑b͔͒ and then it starts to increase again. For J = 0.4, the maximal amplification rates increase with R whatever the value of the slope angle. The same behavior is observed for the corresponding wavenumber. This suggests that the change in the density scale becomes effective in destabilizing the flow only if a certain value of the Richardson number is reached, at which the destabilizing contribution of buoyancy due to the bottom inclination becomes dominant as compared to its stabilizing component.
A similar behavior is also observed in the ͑ i , ␣ r ͒ plane for different values of R ͑see Fig. 13͒ . First we look at the behavior for varying Richardson numbers J fixing the value of R. For R Ͻ ͱ 2 ͑i.e., R = 1.3͒ the most amplified region corresponding to the KH mode decreases and shifts to the Based on these ascertainments, we argue that there are thresholds for both the Richardson number J and for the density scale R under the action of a spatial acceleration at which the stability properties change behavior: this threshold seem to be ͱ 2 for the parameter R whatever the value of the slope angle, while the threshold value of the Richardson number depends on the bottom slope angle. The smaller values of the amplification rates and the corresponding range of wavenumbers are found in the transition regions for the threshold values for J and R.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A temporal linear stability analysis of a two-layer stratified exchange flow under the action of a weak mean advection has been performed in order to investigate the effect of a spatial acceleration due to an inclination of the bottom on the stability of the interface between the two layers. Conversely to previous studies, in this study the spatial acceleration is directly included in the governing stability equations instead of keeping the classical Taylor-Goldstein equation and studying the stability from a spatial frame of reference. This approach also allows a more direct analysis and comprehension of the effect of the bottom inclination on the stability properties of the flow. A modified form of the TaylorGoldstein equation has been derived, in which the buoyant term is decomposed in one ͑classic͒ component orthogonal to the inclined bottom and in one component which is parallel. The latter adds an additional acceleration in flow direction and makes the flow nonstationary, thus introducing in the physical system one additional destabilizing component near that coming from the velocity shear. To study temporally growing modes a spatial acceleration rate has been defined to set a validity limit for the calculated growth rates.
For Ͼ 0 two types of instabilities were found, namely, the KH instability and the H instability. However, the amplification rates of the H modes where found to be much smaller than the spatial acceleration rate. Simulations were also run for 10 −4 Ͻ Ͻ 10 −2 , but in this slope range H amplification rates where found to be zero. This demonstrates that for 0 only KH modes are possible. The unstable regions were found to be increased for Ͼ 0, particularly for small wavenumbers. This is consistent with the fact that both a change in the density scale R and an inclined bottom slope causes the flow to be destabilized. Larger bottom slopes shift the stability boundaries at larger wavenumbers. The maximal amplification rates relative to KH modes decrease monotonically with increasing Richardson numbers.
The additional effect of changing the density scale 
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Linear stability analysis of inclined two-layer stratified flows Phys. Fluids 20, 094104 ͑2008͒ R = ␦ / ␦ has also been analyzed. The regions characterized with KH modes are reduced and the transition to stable flow occurs at lower Richardson numbers and wavenumbers for R Ͼ 1. The maximal amplification rates decrease until a certain value of the Richardson number ͑this value is smaller for larger bottom slope angles͒ where they reach a minimum, then they grow again. Also converse behaviors of the characteristics of the amplification rates and the corresponding wavenumbers are observed depending if the value of the density scale R exceeds the critical value of ͱ 2. When R Ͻ ͱ 2, larger Richardson numbers result in more stable interfaces with decreasing amplification rates. When R Ͼ ͱ 2 this happens until a certain value of the Richardson number, then the behavior becomes opposite. This threshold value of the Richardson number depends on the values of the slope angles and decreases for larger slopes. These results suggest that the change in the density scale becomes effective in destabilizing the flow only if a certain value of the Richardson number is reached, at which the destabilizing contribution of buoyancy due to the bottom inclination becomes dominant as compared to the stabilizing component of buoyancy. Also, the results demonstrate that the Richardson number is not the only parameter playing a key role in predicting the stability of the flow: this depends on the interplay between the different contributions of stabilizing/destabilizing forces included in other parameters such as the bottom slope and the density scale R.
